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INTRODUCTION
Head and Neck Squamous Cell Carcinoma is usually
treated with Radiation Therapy ( RT). Image registration
is important to combine the information obtained by
different image modalities and to correct the shift
between the pre and post-treatment images. A
comparison of the tumor size and texture in the pre- and
post-treatment images gives a measure of the
effectiveness of the treatment.

TUMOR DETECTION AND EXTRACTION
1. Patients who have had a local recurrence of the tumor are identified.
2. Control group for each patient includes patients who are in the same age
group and
have the same tumor site.
3. RT Structure is overlain on the pre-treatment PET image to identify the
tumor regions.
4. The bright region in the PET image indicates the tumor region as it has
maximum FDG uptake.

The figures show the tumor region marked in the PET image and the
corresponding original PET Slice as viewed in RadiAnt

CLASSIFICATION RESULT

.

For 2D texture analysis:
Best classification accuracy- 84.5%
Classifier used- RusBoosted Trees
Confusion matrix result:
Local recurrence- 66% correct classification
Non local recurrence- 89% correct classification
(a)

Fig: RT Structure indicating the position of the tumor in the baseline
PET images

(b)
Figures (a) and (b) show the tumor region marked in the PET image and the
region as extracted from the original image. The different colors in the tumor
boundary signify the different RT dose.

FEATURE EXTRACTION FOR 2D TEXTURE ANALYSIS
IMAGE DATABASE
1. The database is a new entry in the TCIA( The Cancer
Imaging Archive).
2. Diagnostic scans in the form of DICOM images are
included for 215 patients.
3. The modalities included are CT,PET,MR,RT.
4. Clinical data include 71 attributes including sex, age
and site of the tumor.

Patients are divided into two categories : Local Recurrent and Non Local
Recurrent, on the basis of whether they have had a local recurrence of the
tumor after treatment or not. 6 patients are included in the first category
and 14 patients in the second.
The following four texture measures are calculated for each image slice of
these 20 patients:
1. Laws
2. GLCM
3. Fourier
4. Hu’s Moments

3D TEXTURE ANALYSIS
Original PET Slices are viewed in the RadiAnt DICOM Viewer and
compared with the slices from the RT workstation to identify the original
slices which have been indicated to have the tumor. The tumor region is
then extracted using the RT structure boundaries. This region is then
converted to a 3D volume.

FEATURE EXTRACTION FOR 3D TEXTURE ANALYSIS
Fig: Corresponding baseline ( pre-treatment) CT and PET images.

The following four types of texture measures were calculated for slice:
GLCM, GLRLM, GLSZM, NGTDM

For 3D texture analysis:
Best classification accuracy- 79.2%
Classifier used- Quadratic SVM
Confusion matrix result:
Local recurrence- 50% correct classification
Non local recurrence- 82% correct classification

CONCLUSION
Registration of images of different modalities is important to
obtain structural and physiological information about the tumor
regions. The RT data help to identify the tumor boundaries and
indicate the radiation dose when overlain on the PT images.
We believe that tumor texture characteristics[3][4] will help us
in our comparative study of the patients with and without the
local recurrence of the tumor.
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